PHOENIX SUNDIAL

PHXvdec 10 inch column

designed: Feb 12, 2012
completed: Feb 28, 2012

Measures:

PHX is 11.8 deg E magnetic
variation (pilots, navigators)
declination (sundial people)
Multiple readings were taken establishing the following

136 m

046 m

32°

N 33 W
N 58 E
58°

true = mag plus east variation
or declination

58°

S 58 W

33°

Then the dial plates were designed using DeltaCAD macro “MAIN-v-dials.bas” choice
SE plate
NE plate

SW plate
NW plate

NOTE:

in DeltaCAD macro
N 33 W is
S 147 W
N 58 E is
S 122 E
N (180-(90-decl))

and:
ie:

choice 3
choice 4

The dial plates are shown later for these four orientations.
Saltillo Tile was used, in this case they were octagonal
and were left over from a walkway project. The dial plate
templates were placed on the Saltillo Tile, with the top
horizontal line of the dial plate parallel to the top of the
Saltillo Tile. The dial center on the paper was oriented on
the tile so maximum space was available to the hour
lines, then a “V” shape was cut in the paper template so
the dial center was located at the optimum place on the
tile. They were secured with masking tape.

Carbon paper was placed between the tile and the template. In place of carbon paper, you can
use a pencil on the back of the template to fill in with pencil lead, the places you will be marking.
Either way, the Saltillo Tile now has faint hour lines, AND the style distance (SD) marked.
A vibrating engraver is used first, and run along a ruler or
straight edge, this makes a small indentation in the tile, but it
is a jagged line. Then a Dremel with an appropriate bit is run
lightly first, then with more pressure to make the indentation
deeper and smoother.
The Dremel uses the extension so you can more easily
control the drill bit.
The lines are highlighted in one of two ways. One way is to run a pencil back and forth along the
grooves, and thtn seal the entire plate with a tile sealer. Another way is to sel the plate before
engraving, then mix some black grout, swab the grout all over the plate, then clean the plate off.
Then seal it. However, this will work almost as well if the tile is sealed first; almost as well, but not
as good.
The equation of time template was penciled on the back, and a pencil run over the template
affixed to the tile. Then it was engraved also.
While all this was going on, the 12 inch wide column was built, its base down to below the frost
line.
Versabond thinset was used to secure the dial plates to the cube on the column. Then a mortar
used to stucco the final dial, and then a grey grout used to finish the entire structure.

The column base is below the frost line.

Concrete is filled in the lower part of the
column to move the column’s center of gravity
lower. Dial plates affixed with Versabond.

A stucco finished the column, and a final grout can be used if so
desired.

The equation of time depiction.

S 58 W

If you prefer to use other software,
here is a dial plate template from
ShadowsPro. Remember when using
ShadowsPro software that even if
you enter a longitude, it DOES NOT
adjust for that longitude UNLESS you
tell it to use that longitude.

You could also use a spreadsheet
such as:illustratingShadows.xls
which has a graphical depiction, BUT
the aspect ratio needs adjusting,
which is why there is a “V” in the dial
plate, pull or push the side of that
graph until the “V” is a 90 degree “V”.
The Android spreadsheet for the cell
phone: 51aDroidvDec.xls
has no
graphical depiction, but its angles are
listed. This spreadsheet will work
with “e-Droid-cell Light”, which is
free.

Also available for cell phones are:1.

2.
3.

SPIRIT LEVEL PLUS (also free) by Androidka
The calibrate function works better for me than other
spirit levels that I have tried.
Compass Pro by Mobile Essentials
A bit more
functional for me than other compasses I tried
a clock widget

S 33 E

N 33 W

NOTE:

in DeltaCAD macro
N 33 W is
S 147 W

N 58 E
NOTE: the DeltaCAD macro uses declination from the south: so
N 58 E Is S (180 – 58) E or S 122 E

NE facing

NW face

